
Neighborhood Sun and Astral Power Merge;
Combined Organization Will Offer Expanded
Community Solar Capabilities in a Larger
Footprint

Merger creates community solar customer management and
acquisition powerhouse

NEWS RELEASE BY NEIGHBORHOOD SUN

 Neighborhood Sun, a community solar company making solar accessible to everyone through its

advanced community solar software platform, Sun Engine (™), today announced a merger with

Astral Power, a New York-based provider of access to locally produced clean energy.

The combined company will operate as Neighborhood Sun with Astral Power’s leadership team

joining Neighborhood Sun under CEO Gary Skulnik. Astral Power investors, including co-founder

Wilson Chang, will join the board. The combined platform manages and has acquired more than

130 MWs of community solar and virtual net metered renewable energy projects and customers,

enough to power more than 15,000 homes across the country.

“This merger aligns the synergies of the two organizations and accelerates the deployment of our

Sun Engine advanced software platform to new markets,” said Skulnik. “Solar developers and asset

owners will benefit from the combined capabilities of the two organizations, including

Neighborhood Sun’s powerful customer acquisition and management software platform and the

high-quality sales management of Astral Power.”

Joining forces with Astral Power, Neighborhood Sun significantly expands its customer base,

enabling broader energy access to customers and communities throughout the U.S., including in

New York, one of the largest community solar markets.

“Our teams align on mission and our shared purpose of bringing solar to everyone,” said Astral

Power president Thom Smith. “We are thrilled to combine our ability to successfully acquire

customers with the management capabilities of Neighborhood Sun and the robust Sun Engine

platform.”

“Virtual net metered projects are one of the most compelling growth areas within distributed

generation and one of the most efficient ways for lower income communities to benefit from

renewable energy,” added Astral Power co-founder Wilson Chang. “I'm thrilled to be working with

a mission-driven organization enabling VNM projects to operate at scale.”
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The newly merged company can also now provide higher customer value through scaling

efficiencies, enabling it to bring clean energy to more households in new markets and positioning it

for rapid expansion.

“Neighborhood Sun has the resources and team now to significantly expand our role in the fast-

growing community solar market,” continued Skulnik.

Neighborhood Sun will continue to operate as a B-Corporation, meeting the highest

environmental, community, governance and employee standards in the business. This year it was

awarded a prestigious “Best for the World – Environment” award from the non-profit that certifies B

Corporations.

About Neighborhood Sun

Neighborhood Sun is committed to bringing the promise of solar to everyone, not just the select

few. The company is a national leader in expanding solar access to underserved communities to

address energy equity. Through its SunEngine™ advanced software platform, it offers a flexible,

secure and fully transparent platform for solar developers or asset owners, plus a simplified

enrollment experience for customers. For more information, go to www.neighborhoodsun.solar

About Astral Power

Astral Power provides access to locally produced clean energy from solar farms to households

and businesses at a lower cost than their utility. Learn how Astral Power helps customers save

money and lower carbon emissions by visiting www.astralpower.com/ 
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